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Category:Markerless video tracking 8.0 Category:Face recognition * The last step is building the new `Response.html` which will be * executed by a controller. * In this case the `name` is not really needed and thus will not be * added. The output should look like this: * * Controller Header * Controller Body * Controller Footer * * However, we *must* add the controller name: * * Controller Header * Controller Body * * Controller Footer * * The controller name is
added as a string for the controller's `` * in the "else" statement. * * The first three controllers will be added with the same name in the * "if" and "else" statements. If you later change the name you just need * to add the new name to the "else" statement. * */ // in the "else" statement, add a new controller with a new controller name. const newController = { controllerName: "newController", controller: function(ctrl) { // use the new controller name

ctrl.controllerName = "newController"; console.log("Controller running", ctrl); $('#my-controller').append("" + ctrl.controllerName + " 3da54e8ca3
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